


Abstract

Overhead Constrained Joint Adaptation of MCS, Beamwidth and Antenna Sectors

for 60 GHz WLANs with Mobile Clients

by

Muhammad Kumail Haider

60 GHz directional networks pose new challenges in terms of rate selec-

tion and link maintenance in the presence of mobile nodes. In this thesis,

we design and evaluate a novel cross-layer protocol, BeamRAP, for joint

adaptation of antenna sectors, beamwidth and Modulation and Coding

Scheme (MCS) for 60 GHz links with mobile clients. We propose this joint

adaptation since beamwidth and alignment of directional antennas are the

key determinants of link strength. This high directionality also introduces

new challenges for link maintenance; e.g. link blockage and misalignment

of directional antennas. Therefore, in BeamRAP, we introduce a new

feedback mechanism to probe the link before transmissions, and devise

an algorithm for joint adaptation of data rate and beamwidth. We also

implement mechanisms to restore broken directional links with minimum

overhead. We also build a 60 GHz programmable node and testbed using

VubIQ 60 GHz transceivers, and conduct an extensive measurement study

to collect channel traces over-the-air. Our experiments under multiple en-

vironmental and nodal mobility scenario show that BeamRAP achieves

up to 2x gains in throughput as compared to a baseline 60 GHz scheme,

which does not implement beamwidth adaptation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The 60 GHz frequency band, with its 7 GHz unlicensed spectrum, opens up avenues

to multiGigabit communication. Since the wavelength in this band is on the order

of a few millimeters, path loss is very high and directional antennas or electronically

steerable beam-arrays are used to get directivity gain to attain the required link

budget [26]. Therefore, 60 GHz links are highly directional, and require configuration

of antennas at both the transmitter (Tx) and the receiver (Rx) for their establishment.

For an electronically steerable array, beam patterns (or sectors) corresponding to

different directions can be achieved by a codebook lookup of antenna weight vectors.

A flexible codebook design also allows for beams with different beamwidths. As

defined in IEEE 802.11ad standard for 60 GHz networks [5, 14], Beamforming Training

(BFT) procedure is used to discover the direction (corresponding to virtual “sectors”

that discretize beam steering) of the intended receiver. This process is described in

detail in Fig. 1.1.

Beamforming Training helps in 60 GHz link establishment and selection of op-

timum sectors to achieve maximum data rate. However, environmental and nodal

mobility may render this selection sub-optimal for subsequent transmissions. In par-

ticular, 60 GHz links are subject to two key mobility issues due to their directional
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nature: (i) Blockage due to mobile obstructions (e.g. 15-20 dB path-loss in case of

human body [23]); and (ii) Misalignment of the Tx and Rx sectors due to rotation

or sideways mobility of nodes. In both cases, the data rate may significantly decrease

or the link may completely break, and requires re-adjustment of sectors using BFT.

However, BFT requires exhaustive search over all Tx and Rx sectors, and its timing

overhead depends on sector beamwidths; the narrower the beamwidth, the longer the

BFT time required. Therefore, there is a tradeoff between training a 60 GHz link

for optimum direction and width in response to mobility vs. using the existing link

(which may become sub-optimal) and avoiding the BFT overhead.

Due to the highly directional nature of 60 GHz links, the data rate depends on

three factors: (i) the link budget associated with a Tx, Rx sector pair (e.g. the LOS

paths result in links with higher budget than NLOS paths), (ii) the beamwidth used

for Tx and Rx sectors, and (iii) the Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) used

at the PHY. In the literature, several rate adaptation protocols have been proposed

(details in Chapter 5) to adjust the MCS at the PHY in response to channel variations

or nodal mobility. However, prior protocols are not designed to address how to

adapt the latter two parameters i.e., the Tx, Rx sectors and their beamwidth. We

propose that for maximizing throughput in highly-directional 60 GHz networks, it is

necessary to select and adapt all three parameters jointly in response to channel and

environmental variations.

In this thesis, we design, implement and evaluate a novel cross-layer protocol,

BeamRAP, for overhead constrained joint adaptation of antenna sectors, beamwidth

and MCS for long- term throughput maximization on 60 GHz links with mobile

clients. Our design introduces a probing mechanism for 60 GHz links to adapt

the antenna sectors and the MCS in response to mobility, minimizing the explicit

BFT overhead. Moreover, BeamRAP is the first protocol to consider the problem of
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Figure 1.1: Two phases of Beamforming Training (BFT). 1) Sector Level Sweep
(SLS) in which a node sweeps across all its Tx sectors, while the other receives in
pseudo-omni mode and identifies the best Tx sector. 2) Beam Refinement Phase
(BRP) for fine grained calibration of Tx and Rx sectors.

beamwidth and data rate adaptation jointly. The key idea is that the directivity in

60 GHz links introduces new determinants of the link strength (and thereby the data

rate) compared to omni directional networks: the alignment of the Tx and Rx sectors

and their beamwidth. A change in the link strength may be addressed by adapting

the data rate, beamforming sectors and their beamwidth, or both. For example, if

the distance between two nodes increases, the data rate may be reduced to overcome

the reduced link strength. However, this problem can also be addressed by narrowing

the beamwidth to achieve higher directivity gain while using the same rate. This

modification of the data rate or beamwidth also impacts the long-term throughput of

the link. Therefore, it is important to adapt data rate and beamwidth jointly, such

that the throughput of the link is maximized.

This thesis is organised as follows. First, we describe the design of BeamRAP. In

BeamRAP, we devise a new Sector-pair Failure Inference mechanism, which uses

a probe-feedback exchange to identify blockage and misalignment on 60 GHz links.

This exchange also helps in rate selection and adjustment of the Tx and Rx sectors

prior to data transmissions by using short training and channel estimation fields, as

described in Chapter 3. In case of link breakage, BeamRAP avoids any packet loss

and uses the same transmit opportunity to attempt restoration of the link using its

Pre-emptive Fast Recovery procedure. For this, we design a technique to identify
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alternate fail-over sector pairs in advance, to be used in case of blockage, or to expand

beamforming sectors to overcome misalignment.

We also devise an algorithm to select and adapt the beamwidth for the Tx and Rx

sectors and the data rate, based on the channel estimates collected in probe feedback.

This algorithm selects the optimum beamwidth and data rate to be used for the

current data packet transmission, after the probe exchange takes place. This joint

selection is necessary since there is a tradeoff between selecting narrower beams to get

higher data rates vs. selecting wider beams for resilience against misalignment. The

narrower the beamwidth, the higher the directivity gain and hence, the higher the data

rates achievable. However, a narrower beamwidth also increases the number of sectors

which have to be searched in BFT, thereby increasing the timing overhead. Moreover,

narrower sectors are more susceptible to misalignment, as established in hardware

experiments in Chapter 4. Therefore, narrower beamwidths can lead to significant

overhead in BFT to overcome blockage and misalignment issues. BeamRAP estimates

the rate of misalignment and blockage events using Sector-pair Failure Inference and

then calculates the optimum beamwidth for each packet to maximize data rate and

minimize BFT overhead.

Finally, we build a 60 GHz programmable node and testbed using VubIQ 60

GHz transceivers (802.11ad compliant radios) with 1.8 GHz bandwidth and WARP

baseband. We conduct an extensive measurement study to collect over-the-air traces

of channel strength and variations, as well as BER, for a lab and a classroom sce-

nario. The VubIQ transceivers are equipped with horn antennas with 7◦, 20◦ and

80◦ beamwidth and mechanical steering to emulate sector sweeps. Our measure-

ments capture the impact of distance, misalignment, mobility and beamwidth on

signal strength, and provide traces for evaluation of BeamRAP under realistic 60

GHz channel measurements. We also implement BeamRAP on a custom simulator
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and evaluate its performance for various environments and mobility scenarios. We

also implement a baseline 802.11ad scheme for comparison. Our experiments show

that BeamRAP achieves up to 2x throughput gains compared to the baseline scheme

in most of the blockage and misalignment scenarios.



Chapter 2

Background: IEEE 802.11ad

The IEEE 802.11ad standard defines modifications to the 802.11 Physical (PHY)

and Medium Access Control (MAC) layers to enable operation in 60 GHz frequency

band [5]. This chapter describes some of these specifications, which are relevant to

BeamRAP design.

2.1 PHY Layer Specifications

IEEE 802.11ad defines four physical layers: Control PHY, Single Carrier PHY, OFDM

PHY and Low Power Single Carrier PHY. Control PHY is used for all control and

most management packets and because it uses the lowest bit rate (MCS-0) it requires

minimum receive sensitivity (-78 dBm). All PHYs have a common preamble, which

is composed of a short training field and a channel estimation field. It can be used for

packet detection, synchronization, channel estimation and information about MCS

used for payload.

As described in the introduction, directional antennas or electronically steerable

antenna arrays are used in 60 GHz systems to achieve the required link budget.

However, a pair of nodes must configure their transmit and receive antennas (or
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Figure 2.1: Beamforming Training (BFT) procedure

sectors) to participate in directional communication. Beamforming Training (BFT)

is a bidirectional process in which the end nodes determine their optimum Tx and

Rx sectors to reach each other by exchanging a sequence of training frames. As

shown in Figure 1.1, BFT comprises of two phases: a mandatory Sector Level Sweep

(SLS) phase, and an optional Beam Refinement Phase (BRP). During a sector sweep,

the best transmit or receive sector is identified when the initiator switches across all

available sectors while the responder receives in a quasi-omni pattern. However, this

phase is coarse grained, and the refinement phase can be used to further divide the

selected sectors to improve link budget.

2.2 MAC Layer Specifications

To support a variety of applications and traffic scenarios in 60 GHz systems, 802.11ad

supports both random access and scheduled access. Channel time is divided into Bea-

con Intervals (BI), with a structure depicted in Figure 2.2. This structure specifies

intervals for beacon transmission, beamforming, management frame exchanges and

data transmission slots. Due to imperfect carrier sensing in directional networks,
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A-BFT Slot 1 Slot 2 Slot n

Beacon Interval (BI)

Beacon
Sector Sweep

Time 
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Figure 2.2: Phases of channel access in a Beacon Interval, as defined in 802.11ad.
Beacon Interval starts with sector sweep of beacon frames by AP, A-BFT is used
for beamforming during station association and is optional, followed by optional slot
for management frame exchange. This is followed by data transmissions in Data
Interval, which is further divided into (possibly multiple)periods of scheduled and
random access.

802.11ad specifies a centralized control where the AP (in case of infrastructure net-

works) authenticates stations for any transmission. Moreover, in random access,

nodes use directional transmission and reception to minimize interference and colli-

sions. Therefore, in idle state, a node senses the channel in pseudo-omni mode until it

receives an RTS or data packet. It can then switch to directional reception, using the

sectors selected in BFT, to improve link budget. However, the transmission of control

and data packets is always directional. For data transmission, the network can use

scheduled access, contention based access, or both. In scheduled access, a data slot

is pre-assigned to a station, whereas nodes can compete for contention based periods

using modified 802.11 random access procedures. BeamRAP can be used for any of

the access schemes specified. In any case, we introduce negative acknowledgements

(NACK) in BeamRAP, as an enhancement to 802.11ad.



Chapter 3

BeamRAP Protocol Design

The key idea behind BeamRAP is that the highly directional nature of 60 GHz

links introduces a new determinant of link strength: the beamwidth and alignment of

directional antennas. The Tx and Rx antennas have to be perfectly aligned to achieve

maximum data rates on the link. If this alignment is affected due to environmental or

nodal mobility, the selected data rate is no longer supported on the link. Moreover, the

width of the antenna sectors determines the directivity gain, and hence the maximum

rates achievable on the link.

In this Chapter, we first analyze the design factors for BeamRAP and then de-

scribe the protocol’s Joint Adaptation, Beam-pair Failure Inference, Pre-emptive Fast

Recovery and Resilience Training mechanisms.

3.1 Design Factors

3.1.1 Link Failures in Directional Networks

The directional nature of links introduces new challenges in terms of link resilience and

rate selection. Apart from channel degradation due to noise, interference and mobility
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Sector 

Misalignment
Blockage

Figure 3.1: Packet losses due to directional nature of 60 GHz links. (a) Blockage: the
existing link is obstructed by mobile objects, and alternate links have to be searched.
And (b) Sector Misalignment: the Tx and Rx antenna sectors are misaligned and
require re-adjustment.

etc., directional links are susceptible to breakage due to blockage and misalignment,

as discussed below. It is important to identify and distinguish losses due to breakage

from those due to unsupported MCS, since rate adaptation alone cannot recover

broken links.

Collisions and interference can be made to be negligible in 60 GHz systems with

sufficient directionality and centralized MAC design [6]. Therefore, we classify the

major causes for 60 GHz channel degradation, which can change the optimal data

rate or the optimal Tx and Rx sectors on a link, as follows:

• Unsupported MCS: The MCS supported at PHY layer can vary due to channel

perturbations like noise and fading. It can also change due to nodal mobility;

such that a receiver moving towards or away from the transmitter can respec-

tively increase or decrease the maximum supported MCS.

• Sector Misalignment: Due to rotation of one of the nodes about its axis, or due

to sideways mobility of one node relative to the other, the Tx and Rx sectors

can become misaligned, thereby breaking the communication link.

• Blockage: If the LOS link is blocked by obstacles like humans (introducing 15-
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20 dB loss [23] ), it may also breaks the link and an alternate, non LOS link

has to be explored. Blockage and sector misalignment scenario are illustrated

in Figure 3.1. (improve the figure)

The unsupported MCS issue can be addressed using any of the existing rate adap-

tation protocols (some of them are discussed in Chapter 5); however, blockage and

sector misalignment cannot be addressed by merely changing the MCS at the PHY

layer. Therefore, the latter two scenarios require beam refinement to reconfigure the

Tx and Rx sectors or complete beamforming training to find the alternate links re-

spectively. One of the major challenges for BeamRAP design is to identify the cause

of link degradation or link breakage, and then make a decision about whether to use

rate adaptation or to align the antenna sectors again.

3.1.2 Time Bounded Beamforming Training

Narrower beamwidth at the Tx and Rx antennas helps achieve higher rates (by im-

proving the link budget), but also introduces higher overhead for beamforming train-

ing.

If the beamwidth used at the Tx and Rx antennas is θTx and θRx respectively, the

link budget (LB) is given as follows [7].

LB =
40000

θTxφvert

+
40000

θRxφvert

+ PTx − PL(d) −
K∑
i=1

loss (obstacle i) dBm (3.1)

where φvert is the vertical beamwidth and is fixed. PTx is the transmit power,

PL(d) is the path loss at distance d and K is the order of reflection. Therefore, the

narrower the beamwidth used at the Tx and Rx antennas, the higher the link budget

and the higher the data rates achieved. However, narrow beamwidth sectors require
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more time for the exhaustive search in BFT in case the link breaks. Moreover, making

the beamwidth narrower makes the link more susceptible to sector misalignment, as

a slight rotation or sideways motion of the node can result in sector mis-match. More

frequent misalignment instances lead to a higher frequency of Beamforming Training

and hence a higher timing overhead.

As illustrated in Figure 1.1, Beamforming Training is required for link establish-

ment and antenna re-adjustment so that nodes can select the best transmit and receive

sectors requiring exhaustive search over all sector pairs in 802.11ad. Using 802.11ad

timing values for its different slots, the length of a BFT slot in our implementation

is as follows:

BFTtime = [
a

θTx

+
a

θRx

+ c] µs (3.2)

where a and c are protocol constants, with values 13320 and 145.31 µs in our im-

plementation. Therefore, the time required for beamforming training varies inversely

to the beamwidth, and for narrower beamwidths, it may become many times greater

than the data transmission intervals. For example, for 3◦ beamwidth (minimum al-

lowed in 802.11ad), the BFT requires 5 ms while the maximum transmit slot size is 2

ms. Moreover, in some cases, BFT can not be performed immediately after blockage

since it requires authentication from a centralized controller (AP in infrastructure

node) which may be delayed due to contention by other nodes in the network for

the BFT. Initiating a sector sweep without scheduling increases interference and may

collide with data transmissions.

For example, in 802.11ad, there are only two scenario when a node can initiate

BFT: (i) At the beginning of a Beacon Interval, when the AP does its sector sweep

for beacons, it may initiate BFT with a station or a station (or multiple stations)

may contend to initiate BFT. (ii) In data transmission interval, a node may initiate
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BFT instead of sending data, after it acquires the transmit slot through contention or

scheduling. Therefore, non-availability of BFT slots or contention with other nodes

may lead to a delay between a link breakage and the time BFT is initiated, resulting

in an outage period where no transmissions are possible. In BeamRAP, we introduce

a link recovery procedure to recover a broken link without requiring BFT, avoiding

the training overhead and the outage period. It also reduces the interference footprint

due to sector sweeps.

3.2 BeamRAP Protocol Design

In this section, we describe the design of BeamRAP protocol. The key idea in Beam-

RAP is to adapt the MCS, beamwidth and antenna sectors on 60 GHz directional

links in response to mobility, such that the long-term link throughput is maximized.

We introduce two new mechanisms in BeamRAP. First, we devise a Joint Adaptation

metric to capture the rate vs. resilience tradeoff for joint selection and adaptation

of beamwidth and data rate. This metric takes into account the maximum rate cur-

rently supported on the link, as well as the BFT overhead and the probability of link

breakage associated with current beamwidth. We describe the protocol in detail in

Section 3.2.2, outlining how these parameters are estimated. BeamRAP computes

this metric prior to each data transmission for the entire set of available beamwidths,

and selects the beamwidth and the corresponding rate which maximize this metric.

Second, we introduce a Pre-emptive Fast Recovery scheme to attempt the restora-

tion of broken links (due to blockage or misalignment) in the same transmit oppor-

tunity. For this, we design a technique to identify alternate fail-over sector pairs in

advance, to be used in case of blockage, or to expand beamforming sectors to overcome

misalignment. If this pro-active scheme is successful, any outage period is avoided

and communication is restored without explicit training overhead. We discuss this
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procedure in detail in Section 3.2.3.

3.2.1 Joint-Adaptation Metric

Our metric for joint beamwidth and rate adaptation captures the tradeoff between

selecting higher data rate due to directional gains of narrower beams vs. training and

link re-establishment overhead due to mobility. Using renewal reward theory based

analysis, the long-term average throughput (η), for a given beamwidth θi on a 60

GHz link is given by the following relation:

η(θi) =
(1− Pbreak)(Datarate)(TxT ime)

(1− Pbreak)(TxT ime) + (Pbreak)(BFTtime)
(3.3)

. =
[1− Pbreak(θi, φ)][r(θi)][tslot]

[1− Pbreak(θi, φ)][tslot] + [1− Pbreak(θi, φ)][tBFT (θi)]
(3.4)

where tslot is the length of a data transmission slot, tBFT is the time required for

beamforming training for beamwidth θi, and we define Pbreak as the probability of a

breakage event. A successful transmission results in a throughput gain at rate r(θi),

whereas breakage leads to training penalty tBFT , which also depends on beamwidth

θi. If the value of these parameters is known, this metric can be used to maximize

the long-term average throughput of the link by finding the beamwidth and the cor-

responding maximum rate which maximizes this metric. However, in a real network,

the value of Pbreak is unknown and depends on the underlying environmental and

nodal mobility.

For the estimation of maximum achievable rate (r(θi)) and Pbreak(θi) in BeamRAP,

we introduce a probe exchange mechanism prior to packet transmissions. As described

in detail in Section 3.2.2, this probe exchange enables the estimation of link strength

based on RSSI and also does refinement of beams to fine-tune the sectors. This
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enables maximum rate selection for current beamwidth. Finally it helps to distinguish

between losses due to unsupported MCS from those due to link breakage.

BeamRAP maintains a statistical estimate of Pbreak(θi) using a history based

scheme; by counting the fraction of last n (n is a protocol parameter, which can

be fixed or itself adapted in response to mobility) probes as being successfully trans-

mitted, lost due to unsupported MCS or due to link breakage. This distinction is

based on aforementioned probe-exchange based inference method. We then calculate

the probability of breakage events (Pbreak(θi)) as the fraction of last n probes being

lost due to breakage (Pbreak ∈ [0, 1] such that 0 means no breakage and 1 means link

is broken for all probes).

Given the values of Pbreak(θi) and r(θi) for the current beamwidth θi, BeamRAP

can estimate η(θ) for all θj ∈ [θmin, θmax] and switch beamwidth from θi to θj if

η(θj) > η(θi). For this estimation, we need to compute the rate and Pbreak for other

beamwidths, given their values for the currently selected beamwidth θi. We calculate

the data rate for θj from the current link budget (LB) for θi. If the beamwidth used

for the Tx and Rx sectors is θTx and θRx respectively, the link budget (LB) on a 60

GHz link is given as follows [7].

LB =
40000

θTxφvert

+
40000

θRxφvert

+ PTx − PL(d) −
K∑
i=1

loss (obstacle i) dBm (3.5)

For this, we can calculate the difference in directivity gain between θi and θj, add

this difference to LB(θi) to calculate LB(θj), and then select maximum supported

data rate at this link budget.

The value of Pbreak depends on the beamwidth since there is an inverse relation

between the width of beamforming sectors and probability of misalignment. For

example, doubling the beamwidth will reduce the frequency of misalignment events
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by half, given the same rotational mobility conditions for the node. However, it also

depends on the initial alignment of the beams. Since we perform beam refinement

in a successful probe exchange, we assume perfect alignment of sectors for θi. To

estimate values of Pbreak(θj) from Pbreak(θi), we use a first approximation assuming a

uniform signal strength across the beam using the relation :

pSM (θj) = (
θi
θj

) ∗ pSM (θi) (3.6)

Based on our formulation, BeamRAP searches over the entire set of achievable

beamwidths to select optimum beamwidth and rate. For computational efficiency, the

search space can be restricted to neighboring beamwidths only to achieve incremental

adaptation, and the computation can be made after specific breakage events.

3.2.2 Sector-pair Failure Inference

We introduce a probe based feedback mechanism in BeamRAP prior to data transmis-

sions, such that a request and response is sent on the beamforming sectors explored

and selected by the pair of nodes in the training process. We use a short structure

for these probe packets, comprising only of a Short Training Field and a Channel

Estimation Field apart from the PHY preamble. This probe exchange serves three

important purposes in overall BeamRAP design; (i) it confirms the existence of a di-

rectional link corresponding to the selected sector pairs. If the probe exchange fails,

BeamRAP initiates its Pre-emptive Fast Recovery procedure to restore the link. (ii)

Short Training Field in the probe packets is used to perform beam refinement (spec-

ified in 802.11ad) prior to packet transmissions to fine tune the Tx and Rx sectors,

without incurring overhead of explicit beamforming training. This ensures maximum

link strength for the selected sectors. And (iii) Channel Estimation Field helps to

estimate channel strength for rate selection.
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Since probe request and response packets are encoded at base rate, they can be

received successfully even if the selected rate for the data packets is unsupported

on the link. Moreover, if the data is encoded at unsupported MCS, the receiver

will fail to decode the data frame. However, the receiver can still detect the packet

if the base rate is supported by the channel since the packet preamble is always

encoded at MCS-0 with the lowest receive threshold. In this case, it sends a negative

acknowledgement (NACK) to the transmitter. Moreover, in IEEE 802.11ad based

systems, our probe feedback mechanism can be implemented by re-purposing RTS

and CTS control packets with the aforementioned two fields. However, these packets

are now used for probing the link and not for channel reservation. These probe packets

are 10 µs long, much shorter than BFT and independent of beamwidth.

As shown in Algorithm 1, BeamRAP initiates a transmit opportunity by send-

ing a probe packet using the primary Tx sector, discovered earlier in the Resilience

Training. In case of a successful exchange of probe packets, BeamRAP obtains a fresh

estimate of the channel RSSIcurr and selects rate based on the estimate RSSIest for

data transmission. If a packet is detected but not decoded, the receiver can still mea-

sure the RSSI and reply with a NACK. BeamRAP uses this feedback in the NACK

to differentiate two scenarios. If |RSSIcurr − RSSIest| < 3 ∗ σRSSI(where σRSSI is

standard deviation in RSSI), BeamRAP infers loss due to higher MCS. However, if

|RSSIcurr − RSSIest| ≥ 3 ∗ σRSSI , BeamRAP infers partial blockage and calculates

rate and beamwidth for next transmission using its joint adaptation algorithm, as

described below. A partial blockage may result from obstacles with lower penetration

loss so that the link is not completely broken, or due to slight misalignment such that

the link is not broken but the supported rate degrades significantly. Selecting rate

based on the most recent value in this case allows the beamwidth adaptation mech-

anism (described in next section) to initiate BFT, if optimum. In case of no probe
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response, BeamRAP declares link breakage and initiates its fast recovery mechanism.

3.2.3 Pre-Emptive Fast Recovery

In case of link breakage resulting from blockage or sector misalignment, 60 GHz

links require training of beamforming sectors to re-establish connection. However,

beamforming training is a bidirectional process and requires authentication from the

AP, as well as coordination between the two nodes. Non-availability of BFT slots

or contention with other nodes may lead to a delay between a link breakage and the

time the training is initiated, resulting in an outage period where no transmissions are

possible. In BeamRAP, we introduce a link recovery procedure to recover a broken

link without requiring BFT, avoiding the training overhead and the outage period,

when successful.

The key idea is to pro-actively search for alternate links in advance, which can be

used later in case of blockage. If blockage results from environmental mobility, there

is a probability that the alternate links still exist and can be used opportunistically.

We propose Resilience Training procedure to search for these alternate links by

modifying the beamforming training procedure. The first phase in Resilience Training

is also a sector sweep, in which the initiator exhaustively sweeps across its Tx sectors

i.e. virtual sectors created by predetermined antenna weight vectors (AWVs), while

the responder is in pseudo-omni reception. However, in BeamRAP, the responder

identifies two strongest sectors and this information is fed back to the initiator. This

is followed by a sector sweep by the responder. In the second phase, the two nodes

repeatedly refine their AWVs for not only the strongest sector pairs, but the second

best sector pairs as well. The former is selected as primary link for data transmissions,

whereas the latter is cached as an alternate link to be used upon failure of the primary

link.
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Therefore, if the probe exchange on the primary sector pairs fails, BeamRAP at-

tempts to recover the link from misalignment or blockage by expanding the beamform-

ing sectors or by switching to alternate links. These proactive measures, if successful,

avoid the wastage of current transmit opportunity and any outage period when the

nodes try to discover each other again. For the protocol, if the probe request on the

primary link fails, BeamRAP attempts at a fast recovery of the link by first expand-

ing the beamforming sectors. The transmitter also sets a flag in the probe request

indicating the receiver to expand its sectors as well. If a response is received, the

nodes switch to this expanded sector as their primary link and select rate based on

the most recent RSSI.

If sector expansion fails to restore the link, BeamRAP probes the alternate link

discovered in the training to recover from breakage. If the alternate link is available,

the receiver can identify that probe request corresponds to the alternate link, based

on the mutually agreed sector ID in BFT. It can then send a response on the alternate

link as well. If this response is received successfully, the nodes switch to this alternate

link and resume data communication. It also gives a hint that link breakage happened

due to blockage. In case the alternate link also fails, BeamRAP requests to schedule

BFT at MAC layer. These steps are shown in detail in Algorithm 1.

We use binary exponential backoff to spread successive probe request attempts

to reduce interference and possibility of collisions. However, this backoff counter is

separate from the primary backoff counter for channel access and does not impact

fairness due to BeamRAP procedures. Note that there is a possibility that the al-

ternate link is also blocked by the obstruction blocking the primary link, or that the

alternate link is lost due to environmental or nodal mobility. In this case, recovery

attempt using the alternate link will not succeed. However, since more than 90% of

Beamforming Training comprises of sector sweep [5], which is the same as in 802.11ad
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BFT, the timing overhead of this proactive alternate link search is low. We evaluate

this overhead, the probability of alternate link being available, and its recovery gains

in Chapter 4.

Algorithm 1 : Beam-pair Failure Inference

loss index = 0 % number of packets lost
Probe fail = 0 % counter for failed probe packets
BFT flag = 0 % flag to indicate BFT required

→ Send Probe Request using primary Tx sector
if (Response is received) then

RSSIest = α ∗RSSIest + (1− α) ∗RSSIcurr
MCS = MCS lookup(RSSIest) % select rate
→ send Data
if (ACK is received) then
→ end transmit opportunity

else if (NACK is received) then
if (|RSSIcurr −RSSIest| < 3 ∗ σRSSI) then

% declare loss due to higher MCS
RSSIest = α ∗RSSIest + (1− α) ∗RSSIcurr

else if (|RSSIcurr −RSSIest| ≥ 3 ∗ σRSSI) then
% declare loss due to partial blockage
RSSIest = RSSIcurr

end if
else

loss index+ +
end if

else
% declare loss due to blockage or misaligned sectors
loss index+ +
Probe fail + +
backoff

end if
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Algorithm 2 : Pre-emptive Fast Recovery

continued from Algorithm 1

if (RTS fail >= 2) then
Sector Expansion

CW= rand(0,31) % double the backoff window
– wait for DIFS + CW ∗ slot time
– double the Tx sector width and resend RTS requesting
receiver to double its Tx sector width for CTS as well

if (CTS is received) then
– send Data
Identify previous loss due to misalignment
% set double Tx sector width as default
% reset params: RSSIest, σRSSI and MCSguard

else
Alternate Link Probing

CW = rand(0,63) % double the backoff window
– wait for DIFS + CW ∗ slot time
– use alternate Tx sector explored in BFT to resend
RTS, request receiver to use alternate sector too1

if (CTS is received) then
– send Data
Identify previous loss due to blockage
% set alternate Tx sector as default
% reset params: RSSIest, σRSSI and MCSguard

else
% declare link recovery failure
BFT flag = 1 % BFT required
loss index+ +

end if
end if

end if
1Since Tx,Rx pairs are explored and agreed upon at both ends, sender can tell the
receiver which sector to use for CTS.



Chapter 4

Implementation and Evaluation

In this Chapter, we describe our 60 GHz measurement testbed, and implementation

and evaluation of BeamRAP.

4.1 Implementation and Evaluation Methodology

To evaluate BeamRAP on a realistic 60 GHz channel, and to capture effects of LOS

path, misalignment of antenna beams and reflections on signal strength, we design

and implement a 60 GHz programmable node and testbed using VubIQ 60 GHz

transceivers (compliant with 802.11ad) [9]. Our testbed also implements mechanical

beam-steering and uses multiple horn antennas to achieve directivity gains at different

beamwidths. Using this testbed, we conduct an extensive measurement study to

collect over-the-air traces of channel strength and variations for a lab and a classroom

scenario.

4.1.1 FPGA Platform for Over-the-Air Measurements

For our 60 GHz channel measurement study, we use a mm-Wave development plat-

form from VubIQ [9]. The platform consists of a transmitter and a receiver waveguide
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system operating in 57-64 GHz unlicensed frequency band and has 1.8 GHz modula-

tion bandwidth. We generate I/Q baseband signal at different modulations and rates

using Wireless Open-Access Research Platform (WARP) [10]. WARP is a custom

built FPGA platform, including the MAX2829 chipset that provides RSSI readings.

We use WARPLab [12], a framework for rapid physical layer prototyping, to generate

BPSK and QPSK baseband signal with 20 MHz bandwidth. The differential I/Q

input to the VubIQ transmitter is achieved by feeding WARP’s I/Q baseband signal

to an evaluation board [11] using a 6 GHz Ultra Dynamic Range Differential Am-

plifer (ADL5565). On the receiver side, the signal goes through the VubIQ receiver

module, a subtractor circuit and the WARP board. Using WARPLab, we dump over-

the-air channel measurements into a buffer, which can later be analyzed. To achieve

different sector widths, we use horn antennas with 7◦, 20◦, and 80◦ beamwidths at

both the transmitter and the receiver. We also use an omni-directional antenna to

achieve pseudo-omni reception. Moreover, to emulate sector sweep as described in

IEEE 802.11ad, we achieve mechanical beam-steering by mounting the transceivers

on a programmable rotating table which can emulate fixed sectors. This setup is also

used to emulate misalignment and nodal rotation scenario. Our measurement testbed

is shown in Figure 4.1.

4.1.2 Trace Driven WLAN Simulation Platform

We further implement BeamRAP in a custom simulator and use the results of the over-

the-air measurement study to drive trace-based simulations. Moreover, to explore a

broader set of operational conditions including electronic beam-steering, a larger set of

beamwidths, and multiple environmental scenarios, we implement the channel model

used in the 802.11ad channel evaluation methodology report [8]. This model covers

path loss, channel variations, antenna gains, reflection and penetration losses in a
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WARP Board

7⁰ horn antennas

Rotating table

Figure 4.1: 60 GHz channel measurement experimental setup, with two VubIQ
transceivers connected to WARP platforms. The transceivers are equipped with horn
antennas of varying beamwidths and can be mechanically steered.

living-room and office environment. The experiments characterize the impact of nodal

mobility (translation and rotation), environmental mobility, sector-misalignment and

human blockage.

The simulator uses ray tracing and link budget analysis to model signal propa-

gation and detection. For our trace-based simulations, we use the same link budget

values as measured in our hardware experiments. Similarly, we model variation in

RSSI on the channel as a random variable with same mean and variance as those

from the measurements. Therefore, the link budget depends on the distance between

the transmitter and the receiver, their relative angles, angle of departure and the

angle of arrival (specific values for all these parameters map to a single reading in

our measurement data set). Since our measurement data points are relatively coarse-
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grained (compared to continuous time mobility and rotation in the simulator), we use

weighted average to calculate RSSI values at these intermediate points. Moreover,

in the trace based simulations, we are limited to 7,20 and 80 degree beamwidths, as

mentioned earlier.

4.2 Over-the-Air Measurement Study

4.2.1 LOS Path and Receiver Rotation

In this experiment, we measure the signal strength and channel variations for a point-

to-point link with an unobstructed LOS path. The experiments are performed in an

electronics laboratory environment with dimensions 8 x 4 meters. The transmitter

position is fixed in a corner at 1.5 meters height, whereas the receiver is placed at

1 meter distance from the receiver, at the same height, on a programmable rotating

table. For LOS measurements, we move the receiver away from the transmitter, along

a straight line to a distance of 5 meters. We take measurements at intervals of 1 meter,

such that we have set of 5 measurement positions. Moreover, to capture the impact

of sector-misalignment, we rotate the receiver along the azimuth, from −170◦ to 170◦

(with 0◦ pointing in transmitter direction), and take measurements at intervals of

10 degrees. Each measurement consists of 100 packet transmissions over-the-air, and

we record RSSI values for each run. We repeat the same experiment for transmitter

beamwidths of 7◦, 20◦, and 80◦ to study differences in directivity gain, whereas the

receiver beamwidth is fixed at 20◦.

Figure 4.2a shows the variation of RSSI as the inter-node distance increases from

1-5 meters, for all three transmit beamwidths. We have normalized the RSSI values

with respect to the maximum (7◦ beamwidth at 1 meter distance) for comparison.

7◦ beamwidth achieves the maximum signal strength, due to its higher directivity
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Figure 4.2: RSSI measurements for an unobstructed LOS 60 GHz link at different
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gain, across all distances. At 1 meter, the difference in signal strength between 7◦

and 20◦ is 12.2 dB, whereas 20◦ beamwidth has 11.71 dB higher signal strength than

80◦. This difference in directivity gains is within 3 dB of the theoretical gains given

by Equation (1). Figure 4.2b shows the received power versus receiver antenna angle

for for all three transmit beamwidths, while keeping receiver beamwidth at 20◦, at

inter-node distance of 1 meter. Here the RSSI values are shown for an angular spread

of −50◦ to 50◦, since there is no signal reception beyond this range. The results

illustrate the dominance of the LOS path and presence of weaker NLOS components,

especially for 7◦ beamwidth. Moreover, the angular spread of 7◦ is the largest com-

pared to wider beamwidth sectors. The reason is that we rotate the receiver with

fixed beamwidth, while the transmitter’s orientation remains the same for all different

transmit beamwidths. This makes the extent of misalignment the same at all receiver

angles, and 7◦ beamwidth shows highest spread due to its much higher signal strength

across all angles.

4.2.2 Radial Mobility and Misalignment

To analyze the effect of radial mobility and the resulting misalignment between trans-

mit and receive antennas, we move the receiver along the circumference of a quad cir-

cle, with the transmitter placed at the center of the circle. The receiver beamwidth

is fixed at 7◦ in this experiment, whereas the transmitter assumes all three available

beamwidths in successive experiments. At 0◦ angle on the circle, the transmitter and

the receiver are perfectly aligned. We then move the receiver along the circumfer-

ence, and take measurements at every 7◦ separations, so that receiver is placed at 1

meter radial distance, at angles 0◦, 7◦, 14◦ and so on. The results for this experi-

ment are depicted in Figure 4.2c. In this experiment, the misalignment results from

radial mobility of receiver around the transmitter. Therefore, we observe that signal
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strength for 7◦ beamwidth, though maximum at perfect alignment, decreases sharply

as the receiver is moved along the circumference. At relative angles greater than 8◦

(by extrapolation), signal strength for 20◦ becomes higher than that for 7◦. For 80◦

transmitter beamwidth, the signal has maximum spread and its strength is higher

than lower beamwidths at relative angles greater than 19◦ . This experiment shows

that while narrower beamwidths provide higher directivity gains and data rates, are

much more susceptible to misalignment and hence link breakage due to radial or

rotational mobility. Wider beams provide maximum resilience and uniform signal

strength across larger spread of Tx-Rx relative angles.

4.3 Reflection Experiments

We conduct experiments for the measurement of non Line of Sight paths resulting

from reflection off of various objects. Here we present an experiment in a class-

room environment, where we measure the RSSI on an NLOS link resulting from

reflection off a white board. The experimental setup is shown in Figure 4.3a, where

the transmitter is pointing diagonally towards the white board, at a distance of 72 cm

from the board. The receiver is placed at a distance of 1 meter from the transmitter,

in a straight line, and 72 cm from the board. We collect RSSI values for receiver

rotation from 0◦ to 135◦ in 5◦ steps, such that at 0◦ the receiver is pointing towards

the transmitter and at 90◦, towards the board. We then move the receiver along a

straight line, away from the transmitter, and take similar measurements at intervals

of 1 meter. We perform separate experiments for 7◦ and 20◦ transmitter beamwidths,

while the receiver beamwidth is fixed at 7 degrees.

Figure 4.3b shows the variation in received signal strength vs. receiver angles

between 0◦ and 135◦ for transmitter beamwidth of 7 degrees, at different distances.

The RSSI values are normalized to the average RSSI value for a LOS link at same
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Figure 4.3: RSSI measurements for NLOS path resulting from reflection from a white
board in a class room environment
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distance. We observe that the NLOS path from reflection from the white board creates

a very strong link, with strength comparable to the LOS path. We also observe a

smaller peak for the signal reflected from the metallic plate between the two boards.

However, when the receiver is moved away from the transmitter, it is no longer aligned

with the reflected path and we observe no signal. Figure 4.3c shows the results for the

same experiment with 20◦ beamwidth. We observe that the NLOS component from

the board is much attenuated due to lower directivity gain. Moreover, there is no

reflection component from the metal plat. However, due to larger angular spread of

20◦ beamwidth, we observe that a weak NLOS component from the board is present

at a distance of 2 meters as well. This experiment shows that strong NLOS paths

can originate from reflections from strong reflectors and these paths can used to

form alternate links upon blockage of LOS link. We also observe that the existence

and strength of these paths depends on angular spread from transmit and receive

beamwidth and angle of incidence.

4.4 WLAN Results

4.4.1 Setup

Here, we use the aforementioned data sets as well as 802.11ad working group 60 GHz

channel models to explore throughput in WLAN scenarios incorporating both MAC-

and PHY-layer dynamics. For performance comparison, we implement a baseline

802.11ad scheme. The baseline scheme uses Auto Rate Fallback for rate adaptation

[13]. In case of excessive losses (four successive attempts at reducing MCS, or twelve

packets), this scheme falls back to beamforming training to recover from blockage

or misalignment. Moreover, this scheme does not have beamwidth adaptation and

beamwidth remains the same throughout the experiment. For evaluation, we consider
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normalized throughput and packet delivery ratio (PDR) as performance metrics. We

define normalized throughput as the maximum possible throughput that is achieved

when simulator has omniscient knowledge of the best sectors to use, as well as the

highest rate achievable on the resulting link. We consider both point-to-point links

and WLANs with 10 stations.

We also implement a living-room model based on 802.11ad evaluation methodol-

ogy [8] to explore fine grained steering, a larger set of transmit and receive beamwidths,

and dfferent propagation and reflection environments. The link budget for this the-

oretical model is same as given in eq. 1. We use reference values from measurement

study in [8] to quantize loss in signal strength due to reflection and penetration,

depending on the nature of object and the angle of incidence. We use link-budget

analysis to calculate signal strength, where the initial link budget of a ray is the sum

of transmit power and directivity gains from transmit and receive beamforming. The

narrower the transmit and receive sectors, the greater the beamforming gain. As

the signal propagates, it incurs reduction in link budget due to path loss, channel

variations, penetration and reflections off walls and obstacles. For simplicity, we only

consider first and second order reflections. The relation to calculate directivity gain

as a function of horizontal beamwidth ΘHP
◦

and vertical beamwidth φ
◦
HP , as given

in [7], is:

D =
4000

ΘHP
◦φ

◦
HP

(4.1)

and for path loss:

PL(d)[dB] = PL(d◦) + 10nlog10(d) (4.2)

where PL(d◦) is 68 dB and 80 dB for LOS and NLOS respectively and we assume

φ
◦
HP = 60◦ for simulations.
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Packet reception is determined based on remaining link budget and angle of arrival,

when a ray hits the receiver. We implement the same PHY specifications as given in

802.11ad in Chapter 2, including MCS schemes for OFDM and their corresponding

sensitivity thresholds. We estimate the highest MCS supported on the link (and the

highest rate) by using RSSI thresholds for each MCS and PHY layer, as given in the

standard [5]. Packet header is considered to be received correctly if remaining link

budget is greater than -78 dBm (threshold for MCS-0, used to encode header) and

payload is received correctly if link budget is greater than threshold for MCS index

used to encode data.

Our simulator models stationary objects, as well as mobile obstacles such as hu-

mans (penetration loss of 20 dB), which can show translational, rotational or radial

mobility. The reflection and penetration characteristics of obstacles depend on their

nature and angle of incidence of the signal (reference values taken from [8]). We also

use Random Waypoint Mobility to model obstacle movement, receiver translation and

rotation.

Table 4.1 gives a list of important simulation parameters.

Simulation Parameter Value
Packet length 262143 Bytes

Max. transmit slot 2ms
Beacon Interval 100 ms

Preamble Length 1.9 ns
Contention Slot 5 µs

SIFS 3 µs
DIFS 10 µs

Base Rate 27.5 Mbps
Highest Rate 6.7 Gbps
No. of MCS 13

Table 4.1: List of important simulation parameters
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4.4.2 Nodal Mobility Experiments

60 GHz links are susceptible to link breakage due to misalignment of Tx and Rx

sectors resulting from nodal mobility. Moreover, translation can also result in change

in link strength, apart from channel variations, which affects the data rate and packet

reception. In these experiments, we study the performance of BeamRAP and baseline

802.11ad scheme in nodal mobility scenario. The transmitter is fixed, whereas the

receiver is mobile and can show translation as well as rotational motion. We model

both these motions as Random Waypoint Mobility with fixed speed (human walking

speed i.e. 1.31 m/sec and different rotation speeds), and random pause time for

translation. We present results for two different propagation environments.

In the first experiment, we consider a lab scenario based on our measurement

traces and realistic 60 GHz channel measurements. Figure 4.4 shows the normalized

throughput vs. receiver rotation speeds for three schemes; baseline 802.11ad with

7◦ transmitter beamwidth, baseline 802.11ad with 20◦ transmitter beamwidth and

BeamRAP. The receiver beamwidth is fixed at 20◦. We observe that 20◦ beamwidth

leads to very low signal strength and thereby, lower rates. Therefore, its normalized

throughput across all rotation speeds is very low. When the receiver does not rotate,

we observe that BeamRAP achieves approximately 68% of available throughput. The

loss in throughput is partly due to MAC overhead and under-selection by the rate

adaptation, and dominantly due to BFT overhead and loss in directivity gain upon

sector expansion. Note that although the receiver does not rotate, its translation

can also result in sectors being misaligned, though less frequently. We observe that

the baseline scheme with 7◦ beamwidth also achieves 55% of maximum achievable

throughput. BeamRAP drives its gains over the baseline scheme due to sector ex-

pansion mechanism, which can avoid an outage period when the link breaks due to

misalignment. This is also reflected in the packet delivery ratio comparison in Fig-
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Figure 4.4: Normalized throughput comparison for BeamRAP vs. baseline scheme
with different beamwidths, across a range of receiver rotation speeds. BeamRAP
achieves more than 2x gains over baseline scheme at moderate speeds.

ure 4.5. We observe that BeamRAP achieves 100% PDR at moderate speeds. At

higher rotation speeds, baseline scheme suffers throughput degradation and packet

losses due to higher misalignment frequency and outage periods when contending

for BFT. BeamRAP’s throughput degrades with speed at a lower rate, such that

it achieves more than double the throughput of baseline scheme at higher rotation

speeds. We also observe in our experiments that due to huge difference in chan-

nel strength between 7◦ Tx beamwidth and 20◦ beamwidth, BeamRAP selects 7◦

beamwidth throughout the experiment.

For the second experiment, we consider the living room scenario presented in

802.11ad evaluation methodology report. To capture the impact of receiver rotation

alone, we fix the position of the receiver as well, such that it rotates about its axis

at variable speed and random pause time. The beamwidth for the baseline scheme

is fixed at the narrowest (3◦). Moreover, we also implement a version of BeamRAP

without beamwidth adaptation, such that its beamwidth is also fixed.

Figure 4.6 shows the comparison of the three schemes for different rotational

speeds. We observe that when the receiver is not rotating (no mobility), baseline
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Figure 4.5: Packet Delivery Ratio comparison for BeamRAP vs. baseline scheme with
different beamwidths, across a range of receiver rotation speeds. BeamRAP achieves
100% PDR for moderate speeds. Baseline scheme suffers higher loss ratio due to
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Figure 4.6: Normalized throughput comparison for BeamRAP (with and without
beamwidth adaptation) vs. baseline scheme, across a range of receiver rotation speeds.
BeamRAP achieves more than 2x gains over baseline scheme at moderate speeds.

scheme performs the best, achieving 95% of available throughput. BeamRAP achieves

approximately 91%, slightly less than baseline scheme due to additional overhead of

extended BFT procedure and MAC overhead. For a receiver rotation speed of 25

deg/sec, the performance of baseline scheme drops significantly due to sector misalign-
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ment issues. The normalized throughput is around 0.25 due to frequent outages and

timing overhead of BFT. We observe significant performance gains in both BeamRAP

schemes. Without beamwidth adaptation, BeamRAP achieves double the throughput

of baseline scheme due to identification of misalignment events and sector expansion.

This experiment also shows the significant gains achieved when beamwidth is adapted

jointly with rate. The difference between three schemes is even greater in case of high

rotation speed 125 deg/sec (nearly the speed for quickly bringing the phone from

pocket to ears).

4.4.3 Blockage Experiments

In this experiment, we study the performance of BeamRAP and the baseline scheme

under environmental mobility, which may lead to blockage of the directional link.

Measurement studies done in our hardware experiments as well as those in [8] and [1]

suggest that strong NLOS paths may result from reflections from shiny surfaces and

metals etc. The antenna sectors can be trained to use these paths as alternate links,

when the primary LOS link is blocked. In this case, the data rate on the alternate

link depends on the nature of the reflecting surface and angle of incidence. To study

the impact of blockage alone, we consider a point to point link between stationary

nodes, separated by a distance of 7 meters. We then analyze throughput and packet

loss ratio due to blockage by simulating human blockage. We use the reference model

for living room environment from [8] with reflections from various surfaces, where

obstacles with average human dimensions show random waypoint mobility at human

walking speeds and random pause time.

The normalized throughput for BeamRAP and the baseline scheme is shown in

Figure 4.7, as we vary the number of persons walking across the room. The higher the

number, the greater the blockage probability and the longer the blockage duration. In
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Figure 4.7: Normalized throughput comparison for BeamRAP vs. baseline scheme
under blockage from human mobility.

this experiment, we observe that BeamRAP achieves higher throughput compared to

the baseline scheme, and the gains increase as the blockage probability and duration

increases. BeamRAP achieves these gains by switching to alternate sectors upon

blockage of the primary link, thus avoiding BFT overhead. However, we observe that

as the number of obstacles increases, there is a higher probability that the alternate

link is also blocked by the same or some other obstacle, in which case, BeamRAP also

falls back to requesting BFT. In our experiments, we observe that the probability of

alternate link being available is 0.82, 0.69, 0.61 and 0.55 for 2, 4, 6 and 8 persons

walking in the room, respectively. This decrease in alternate link availability results

in BeamRAP throughput degradation as blockage probability increases. Figure 4.8

shows the packet loss ratio for the two schemes. Although the throughput gains

are not as pronounced as in misalignment experiments, due to lower data rates on

alternate links, BeamRAP shows significant improvement in packet delivery ratio

under blockage, compared to the baseline scheme.
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Chapter 5

Related Work

5.1 Rate Adaptation Protocols

Previous work in MCS adaptation can be classified into three categories: (i) Loss

Triggered protocols use reception of ACKs at the link layer to modify the MCS,

e.g., Auto Rate Fallback (ARF)[13] and adaptive ARF [15]. (ii) SNR Triggered

Protocols use explicit SNR or RSSI feedback from the receiver to adjust the data

rate, e.g., Receiver Based Auto Rate [16]. (ii) Cross Layer protocols use PHY hints

and incremental redundancy to adapt rate on a per-bit basis e.g., SoftRate [17] and

Strider [19]. These protocols have their pros and cons in terms of required feedback

and accuracy of loss to rate mapping, as studied in [20]. However, these protocols

are designed and evaluated for omni-directional networks, and do not address issues

resulting from directivity of directional links. Some protocols address rate adaptation

in multi-stream MIMO, e.g., [21] and [22]. However, in MIMO, multiple streams are

achieved using spatial diversity and not due to narrow-beam directional antennas.

Since RSSI feedback is required in 802.11ad and has less computation overhead than

SNR, BeamRAP uses it to adapt data rate. It can use any of aforementioned protocols

for adapting MCS as well. However, it differs in terms of selecting Tx, Rx sectors
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and their beamwidth as well, which is not addressed by existing protocols.

5.2 Directional and Beamforming Protocols

Prior work addresses blockage and directivity issues in directional networks. For ex-

ample, work in [23] develops a MAC protocol for 60 GHz networks which overcomes

blockage by finding relay nodes to reach a blocked node. The AP uses sector sweep

to find direction of all stations, and the stations also gather this information and

feed back to the AP. Kim et al. discuss the problem of rate adaptation for direc-

tional multicast in 802.11ad networks [24]. However, they do not design any MAC or

beamforming protocol, and assume that the AP has the knowledge of all the stations

in each sector. [25] discusses how to adapt the beamwidth of an AP to maximize

channel utilization and satisfy the required link budget criterion. However, it does

not address beamwidth adaptation between two nodes for data transmissions.

Thus, BeamRAP is the first protocol to address rate selection in 60 GHz networks

by using rate adaptation and beamforming training jointly, such that it adapts the

Tx, Rx sectors, their beamwidth and MCS.



Chapter 6

Conclusion

We have designed a novel protocol (BeamRAP) for joint beamforming and rate adap-

tation in 60 GHz systems. Since directional links in 60 GHz band are highly suscepti-

ble to blockage, BeamRAP proactively searches for alternate links via a new training

mechanism. In case of packet loss, it uses variance in RSSI feedback and probe RTS

packets to differentiate between losses due to higher MCS encoding, blockage and

sector misalignment. Its Pre-emptive Fast Recovery method uses sector expansion

and alternate links explored in extended BFT to restore connection with the receiver.

Moreover, it dynamically adjusts the beamwidth of Tx and Rx antennas based on

the frequency of blockage and misalignment events, to minimize the Beamforming

Training overhead. Our evaluation of BeamRAP shows that under link deterioration,

blockage and sector misalignment scenarios, it shows up to 2x gains as compared

to a baseline scheme which does not use any beamwidth adaptation. These results

reiterate the need to do joint beamforming and rate adaptation in 60 GHz networks.
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